SCIENCE
Within science the children will be focusing on forces and magnets. They will compare how objects move on different surfaces progressing on to comparing and
grouping together a variety of everyday
materials on the basis of whether they are
attracted to a magnet, and identify some
magnetic materials. The children will observe and carry out investigations as to
how magnets attract or repel each other
and how magnets attract some materials
but not others.

PSHCE
In PSHCE we will be talking about responsibilities,
learning from experiences and how we can show support towards others using our strengths.

PE
We are very lucky to have a specialised PE coach
who will be teaching us PE this half term. Our PE
days have slightly changed. We will now be
taught PE
on a Monday and Thursday. Please ensure your
child has their PE kit in school on these days.

RE
In RE, we will be looking at
‘Why do we care?’ The children will explore similariMUSIC
ties between themselves and others. We will read
In music, we are going to listen to rhythms
stories that reflect upon how people care for others. within sounds. We will then create our own
rhythm using musical instruments.

Class 2 Summer 1 2018 YEAR 1
Our topic: This Half Term, our topic is Out of this world!
Within topic this half term, we are very excited to continue to learn all about space and astronauts.
We will be looking closely at the different planets and their features including the sun and moon.
We will learn all about the first moon landing by Neil Armstrong and we will discover how astronauts travel in
rockets and survive in space.
Art and Design/Design Technology - Within art and design, we are going to be using primary and secondary
colours to paint images with tints and textures. We will also use our paint skills to create repeating patterns.
ICT- In ICT we are going to create a profile all about ‘Flat Stanley.’ We will use images and text to create an
information sheet all about the character from our class book.

